CONDUIT ROOF PENETRAION DETAIL

1. Maintain a minimum clearance of 30mm (1") on all sides of roof penetration from walls, cures and other penetration to facilitate proper flashing. (Per Code)

2. Flanges of provided flashings shall not be cut or overlapped.

3. Roof shall be waterproofed with water cut-off mastics or equivalent or as noted.

4. Coordinate flashing installation with roofing contractor to ensure proper methods & materials are used to maintain roof warranty.

GENERAL NOTES:

- Reinforced steel used as required.
- Anchor steel as noted.
- Exposed anchor steel shall be protected with expansion joints or as noted.
- Steel expansion joints shall be no less than 12mm (1/2") deep.

MATERIAL & INSULATION

- Weather-proof pressurized steel cored pipe with exterior sheath & point insulation as noted.
- Prefabricated rubber boot as noted.
- Stainless steel clamps as noted.
- Stainless steel clamps as noted.

WATER PROOFING

- Roof membrane shall be applied as noted.
- Water resistant base material as noted.
- Waterproof coating or equivalent as noted.
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